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Picture Books

Across the Bay / Al 
otro lado de la bahía *
by 
Carlos Aponte
Carlitos lives in a happy home with his 
mother, his abuela, and Coco the cat. 
Life in his hometown is cozy as can 
be, but the call of the capital city pulls 
Carlitos across the bay in search of his 
father. Jolly piragüeros, mischievous 
cats, and costumed musicians color 
this tale of love, family, and the true 
meaning of home.

Alma and How 
She Got Her Name 
/ Alma y cómo 
obtuvo su nombre *
by 
Juana 
Martinez-Neal
If you ask her, Alma Sofia 
Esperanza José Pura Candela has 
way too many names: six! How 
did such a small person wind up 
with such a large name? As she 
hears the story of her name, Alma 
starts to think it might be a perfect 
fit after all and realizes that she 
will one day have her own story 
to tell.

Bird House / Un pájaro 
en casa *
by 
Blanca Gómez
A grandmother and grandchild nurse an 
injured bird together in this touching story 
about caring for all creatures, the wonder 
of nature, and letting go.

Coquí in the 
City / De Aquí 
como el Coquí *
by 
Nomar Perez
A heartfelt picture book 
based on the author-
illustrator’s own experiences, 
about a boy who moves to 
the U.S. mainland from Puerto 
Rico and realizes that New 
York City might have more in 
common with San Juan than 
he initially thought.

Dreamers / 
Soñadores *
by 
Yuyi Morales
Dreamers is a celebration of 
making your home with the 
things you always carry: your 
resilience, your dreams, your 
hopes and history. It’s the 
story of finding your way in a 
new place, of navigating an 
unfamiliar world and finding 
the best parts of it. In dark 
times, it’s a promise that you 
can make better tomorrows.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Picture Books

Evelyn Del Rey 
is Moving Away / 
Evelyn Del Ray se 
muda *
by 
Meg Medina
illustrated by
Sonia Sánchez
Evelyn Del Rey is Daniela’s 
best friend. They do everything 
together and even live in twin 
apartments across the street 
from each other: Daniela with 
her mami and hamster, and 
Evelyn with her mami, papi, 
and cat. But not after today,
not after Evelyn moves away. 

Islandborn / Lola *
by 
Junot Díaz
illustrated by
Leo Espinosa
When Lola’s teacher asks the students 
to draw a picture of where their 
families immigrated from, all the kids 
are excited. Except Lola. She can’t 
remember The Island, she left when 
she was just a baby. But with the help 
of her family and friends, and their 
memories. Lola’s imagination takes 
her back to The Island.

Milo Imagines 
the World / Milo 
imagina el mundo *
by 
Matt de la Peña
illustrated by
Christian Robinson

Where Wonder 
Grows / Donde la 
maravillas crecen *
by 
Xelena Gonzalez
illustrated by
Adriana M. Garcia
Grandma knows that there is 
wondrous knowledge to be 
found everywhere you can think 
to look. She takes her girls to 
their special garden, and asks 
them to look over their collection 
of rocks, crystals, seashells, and 
meteorites to see what marvels 
they have to show.

With Lots of Love / 
Con mucho amor *
by 
Jenny Torres Sanchez
illustrated by
André Ceolin
Rocio has grown up in Central 
America, but now she and her 
family are moving to the United 
States. Rocio does her best to 
adjust to a new way of living, but 
there are many things she misses 
from her old life, Abuela most of 
all. But Abuela finds a way to send 
Rocio something special just in 
time for her birthday.

Milo is on a long subway ride 
with his older sister. To pass 
the time, he studies the faces 
around him and makes pictures 
of their lives. But when a boy 
gets off on the same stop as 
Milo, he realizes that you can’t 
really know anyone just by 
looking at them.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Children’s Fiction
Catalina 
Incognito
by 
Jennifer Torres
illustrated by
Dana Sammar
When her aunt, a famous 
telenovela actress, gives her 
a magical sewing kit, 8-year-
old Catalina Castaneda must 
create the perfect disguise 
to track down the person 
responsible for stealing the 
rhinestones for her aunt’s 
most famous costume.

Charlie Hernández
& The League of 
Shadows
by 
Ryan Calejo
Steeped in Hispanic folklore 
since childhood, middle schooler 
Charlie Hernandez learns the 
stories are true when, shortly 
after his parents’ disappearance, 
he grows horns and feathers and 
finds himself at the heart of a 
battle to save the world.

Each Tiny Spark
by 
Pablo Cartaya
Sixth-grader Emilia Torres 
struggles with ADHD, her 
controlling abuela, her 
mother’s work commitments, 
her father’s distance after 
returning from deployment, 
evolving friendships, and 
a conflict over school 
redistricting.

Falling Short
by 
Ernesto Cisneros
Isaac and Marco already 
know sixth grade is going to 
change their lives. But will 
their friendship and support 
for each other be enough 
to keep the two boys from 
falling short?

Hotel Dare
by 
Terry Blas 
illustrated by
Claudia Aguirre
When Olive and her 
adopted siblings spend the 
summer with their estranged 
grandmother at her creepy 
hotel, they stumble upon 
a secret door that holds a 
portal to distant magical 
worlds filled with space 
pirates, wizards, and a 
cotton-candied kingdom.

Land of the 
Cranes
by 
Aida Salazar 
A story in verse of nine-year-
old Betita, a young Latinx 
girl who learns to hold on to 
hope and love even in the 
darkest of places: a family 
detention center for migrants 
and refugees.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Mañanaland
by 
Pam Muñoz Ryan
Twelve-year-old Max loves stories, 
especially the legend Buelo tells him 
about a mythical gatekeeper who can 
guide brave travelers on a journey into 
tomorrow. Max sets out on a dangerous 
quest, armed with just a treasured 
compass, mysterious stone rubbing and 
Buelo’s legend as his only guide, to 
discover what the future holds.

Lotería
by 
Karla Arenas Valenti 
illustrated by
Dana San Mar
In Oaxaca City, Mexico, 
ancient friends Life and Death 
discuss free will while engaged 
in a game of chance, with 
eleven-year-old Clara as the 
protagonist of their theories 
and a pawn in their game, 
moving inevitably towards her 
ultimate fate.

Miss Quinces
by 
Kat Fajardo
Sue just wants to spend the 
summer reading and making 
comics at sleepaway camp with 
her friends, but instead she gets 
stuck going to Honduras to visit 
relatives with her parents and 
two sisters. The trip takes a turn 
for the worse when Sue’s mother 
announces that they’ll be having 
a surprise quinceañera for Sue, 
which is the last thing she wants. 
She can’t imagine wearing a big, 
floofy, colorful dress! What is Sue 
going to do? 

Pilar Ramirez & 
the Escape from 
Zafa
by 
Julian Randall
While doing research for her 
documentary about her cousin 
Natasha–who disappeared 
in the Dominican Republic fifty 
years ago during the Trujillato 
–twelve-year-old Pilar Violeta 
Ramirez is transported to Zafa, 
an island where Dominican 
myths and legends come to life 
and where her cousin is being 
held captive in a sinister magical 
prison. Pilar must defeat the 
Dominican bogeyman if she 
hopes to free Natasha and return 
home to Chicago. 

Muse Squad: The 
Cassandra Curse
by 
Chantel Acevedo
When her simple pep talk 
catapults her best friend into pop 
stardom, a Cuban American 
girl discovers her identity as 
one of the nine muses of Greek 
mythology who uses secret poetic 
talents to protect humanity’s fate.

Children’s Fiction

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Sal & Gabi Break 
the Universe
by 
Carlos Hernandez 
In order to heal after his 
mother’s death, thirteen-year-
old Sal learns to reach into 
time and space to retrieve 
things–and people–from other 
universes.

The First Rule of 
Punk
by 
Celia C. Pérez 
Twelve-year-old Maraia Luisa 
O’Neill-Morales (who really 
prefers to be called Malâu) 
reluctantly moves with her 
Mexican-American mother to 
Chicago and starts seventh grade 
with a bang by violating the dress 
code with her punk rock aesthetic 
and spurning the middle school’s 
most popular girl in favor of 
starting a band with a group of 
like-minded weirdos.

Time Villains
by 
Victor Piñeiro 
When a homework assignment 
and a magic table summon 
real and fictional people 
from history–including 
the bloodthirsty pirate 
Blackbeard–sixth-grader Javi, 
his brawny younger sister 
Brady, and his brainy best 
friend Wiki join forces to save 
the world.

Valentina Salazar
is Not a Monster 
Hunter
by 
Zoraida Córdova 
Eleven-and-a-half-year-old 
Valentina Salazar grew up 
as a monster protector until 
her father’s death. But when 
a video of a mythical egg 
appears, Valentina convinces 
her older brother and sister to 
help her find and save it–all 
while avoiding the monster 
hunters who want to destroy it.

Children’s Fiction

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Frida Kahlo and 
Her Animalitos
by 
Monica Brown
illustrated by
John Parra
Artist Frida Kahlo is remembered 
for her self-portraits and dramatic 
works featuring bold and vibrant 
colors. From her childhood to her 
rise as one of the world’s most 
influential painters, Frida’s creative 
spirit, and the animals that inspired 
her along the way, carried her 
through tragedy and triumph.

Children’s NonFiction

Funny Bones:
Posada and His Day of 
the Dead Calaveras
by 
Duncan Tonatiuh
Mexican artist Jose Guadalupe 
Posada learned the art of printing 
at a young age. He became best 
known for his drawings calaveras, 
or skeletons in multiple everyday 
poses, which have become 
identified with the Mexican Day of 
the Dead. 

Hear My Voice:
The Testimonies of 
Children Detained at 
the Southern Border 
of the United States
Compiled by 
Warren Binford

Latinitas: 
Celebrating 40 Big 
Dreamers
by 
Juliet Menéndez
Discover how 40 influential 
Latinas became the women we 
celebrate today. They followed 
their dreams--and just might 
encourage you to follow yours!

Planting Stories: 
The Life of Librarian 
and Storyteller Pura 
Belpré
by 
Anika Denise
illustrated by
Paola Escobar
A lyrical picture book portrait 
of New York City’s first Puerto 
Rican librarian describes 
how Pura Belpré moved to 
America in 1921 and became 
an influential writer and 
puppeteer who is celebrated 
for championing bilingual 
literature.

A moving picture book for older children and families that 
introduces a difficult topic, amplifying the voices and experiences 
of immigrant children detained at the border between Mexico and 
the US. The children’s actual words (from publicly available court 
documents) are assembled to tell one heartbreaking story, in both 
English and Spanish (back to back). Each spread is illustrated in 
striking full-color by a different Latinx artist.

Separate is 
Never Equal: 
Sylvia Mendez & Her 
Family’s Fight for 
Desegregation
by 
Duncan Tonatiuh
Years before the landmark U.S. 
Supreme Court ruling Brown 
v. Board of Education, Sylvia 
Mendez, an eight-year-old 
girl of Mexican and Puerto 
Rican heritage, played an 
instrumental role in Mendez 
v. Westminster, the landmark 
desegregation case of 1946 in 
California.* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Barely Missing 
Everything
by 
Matt Mendez 
Three Mexican-Americans–
Juan, JD, and Fabi–each try 
to overcome their individual 
struggles as they all grapple 
with how to make a better life 
for themselves when it seems 
like brown lives don’t matter.

Teen Fiction

Breathe and Count 
Back from Ten
by 
Natalia Sylvester 
Verónica, a Peruvian-American 
teen with hip dysplasia, auditions 
to become a mermaid at a 
Central Florida theme park in the 
summer before her senior year, 
all while figuring out her first real 
boyfriend and how to feel safe in 
her own body.

Fat Chance, 
Charlie Vega / 
Charlie Vega tiene 
un problema 
gordo *
by 
Crystal Maldonado 
A plus-sized Latina’s struggle to 
forge a healthy relationship with 
her own body is challenged by 
her mother’s insensitivity, her 
popular best friend and personal 
doubts about a new boyfriend’s 
ability to see her as she truly is.

Fire with Fire
by 
Destiny Soria 
Raised to kill dragons along 
with her sister, Dani Rivera 
unexpectedly forges a rare and 
magical bond that makes her 
question everything she thought 
she knew about dragons, and 
pits her against her sister.

High Spirits: 
Short Stories on 
Dominican Diaspora
by 
Camille 
Gomera-Tavarez 
This collection of 11 
interconnected short stories 
from the Dominican diaspora 
explore machismo, mental 
health and identity by following 
one extended family across 
multiple generations.

History is All You 
Left Me / Solo 
quedó nuestra 
historia *
by 
Adam Silvera 
Secrets are revealed as 
OCD-afflicted Griffin grieves 
for his first love, Theo, who died 
in a drowning accident.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



How Moon 
Fuentez Fell in 
Love with the 
Universe
by 
Raquel Vasquez 
Gilliland 
When she takes a job as a 
“merch girl” on a tour bus full 
of beautiful influencers, Moon 
Fuentez, the twin sister of a social 
media star, questions her destiny 
as the unnoticed wallflower she 
always thought she was. 

Teen Fiction

Shadowshaper / 
La formasombra *
by 
Daniel José Older 
When the murals painted 
on the walls of her Brooklyn 
neighborhood start to change 
and fade in front of her, Sierra 
Santiago realizes that something 
strange is going on–then she 
discovers her Puerto Rican family 
are shadowshapers and finds 
herself in a battle with an evil 
anthropologist for the lives of her 
family and friends. 

Somewhere 
Between Bitter 
and Sweet
by 
Laekan Zea Kemp 
Told in two voices, Pen, whose 
dream of taking over her 
family’s restaurant has been 
destroyed, and Xander, a 
new, undocumented employee 
seeking his father, form a bond.

We are Not 
From Here / No 
somos de aquí *
by 
Jenny Torres Sanchez 
Pulga has his dreams. Chico 
has his grief. Pequeña has her 
pride. Crossing from Guatemala 
through Mexico, they follow the 
route of La Bestia, the perilous 
train system that might deliver 
them to a better life–if they 
are lucky enough to survive 
the journey. With nothing but 
the bags on their backs and 
desperation drumming through 
their hearts, Pulga, Chico, 
and Pequeña know there is 
no turning back, despite the 
unknown that awaits them.

When We Make It
by 
Elisabet Velasquez 
Sarai uses verse to navigate 
the strain of family traumas 
and the systemic pressures of 
toxic masculinity and housing 
insecurity in a rapidly gentrifying 
Brooklyn, questioning the society 
around her, her Boricua identity, 
and the life she lives.

With the Fire 
on High / El 
ingrediente 
secreto de Emoni 
Santiago *
by 
Elizabeth Acevedo 
Navigating the challenges 
of finishing high school while 
caring for a daughter, talented 
cook Emoni Santiago struggles 
with a lack of time and money 
that complicate her dream 
of working in a professional 
kitchen.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



In the Country 
We Love: My 
Family Divided / 
En el país que 
amamos: mi famíla 
dividida *
by 
Diane Guerrero 
The actress recounts the 
traumatic experience of her 
parents’ deportation as a 
teenager and discusses the 
struggles of undocumented 
immigrants and their American 
children.

Teen NonFiction
Inheritance: 
A Visual Poem
by 
Elizabeth Acevedo 
In her most famous spoken-word 
poem, author of the Pura Belpré-
winning novel-in-verse, The Poet 
X, Elizabeth Acevedo embraces 
all the complexities of Black hair 
and Afro-Latinidad–the history, 
pain, pride, and powerful love 
of that inheritance. 

Living Beyond 
Borders: Growing 
Up Mexican in 
America
edited by 
Margarita Longoria 
An anthology of short stories, 
essays, poetry, and comics 
about the Mexican-American 
experience. 

Photographic: 
The Life of Graciela 
Iturbibe
by 
Isabel Quintero
illustrated by
Zeke Peña 
Born in Mexico City in 1942, 
Graciela Iturbide wants to be 
a writer, but her conservative 
family has a different idea. 
Although she initially follows 
their wishes, she soon grows 
restless. After tragedy strikes, she 
turns to photography to better 
understand the world.

Pork Belly Tacos 
with a Side of 
Anxiety
by 
Yvonne Castañeda 
Yvonne Castañeda shares 
vibrant stories of her childhood 
growing up in Miami as the 
daughter of humble immigrants 
from Mexico and Cuba ... and 
how she came to develop an 
unhealthy relationship with food. 
Ultimately, sage advice from 
her dear abuela gives Yvonne 
a realization that shifts her 
perspective of herself and the 
purpose of her life, providing a 
foundation for inner peace, and 
the solution to her past struggles.

Wild Tongues 
Can’t Be Tamed: 
15 Voices from the 
Latinx Diaspora
edited by 
Saraciea J. Fennell 
Sparking dialogue and hope, 
15 original stories by best-selling 
and award-winning authors as 
well as up-and-coming voices 
question the different myths and 
stereotypes about the Latinx 
diaspora. 

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Adult Fiction
Afterlife / Más allá
by 
Julia Alvarez 
Reeling from her beloved
husband’s sudden death in 
the wake of her retirement, 
an immigrant writer is further 
derailed by the reappearance 
of her unstable sister and an 
entreaty for help by a pregnant 
undocumented teen.

Gordo
by 
Jaime Cortez 
Shedding profound natural 
light on the inner lives of 
migrant workers, Jaime 
Cortez’s debut collection ushers 
in a new era of American 
literature that gives voice to 
a marginalized generation of 
migrant workers in the West.

Infinite Country
by 
Patricia Engel 
Moving their family to what 
they believe will be a safer 
but temporary home in 
Houston, two young parents 
are forced to choose between 
an undocumented status in 
America and returning to the 
violence of war-torn Bogata.

Of Women 
and Salt
by 
Gabriela Garcia 
A sweeping, masterful debut 
about a daughter’s fateful 
choice, a mother motivated 
by her own past, and a family 
legacy that begins in Cuba 
before either of them were 
born.

Olga Dies 
Dreaming
by 
Xochitl Gonzalez 
In the wake of Hurricane 
Maria, Olga, the top wedding 
planner for Manhattan’s 
power brokers, must confront 
the effects of long-held family 
secrets when she falls in love 
with Matteo, while other family 
members must weather their 
own storms.

The Book of 
Lost Saints
by 
Daniel José Older 
Visited by an ancestral spirit 
who would have him unearth 
family secrets from the Cuban 
Revolution, a young Cuban-
American embarks on an 
investigation marked by 
ghostly helpers, a new love, 
a murderous gangster and 
changes in his sense of identity.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



The Five Wounds
by 
Kirstin Valdez Quade 
It’s Holy Week in the small 
town of Las Penas, New 
Mexico, and thirty-three-year-
old unemployed Amadeo 
Padilla has been given the part 
of Jesus in the Good Friday 
procession. He is preparing 
feverishly for this role when 
his fifteen-year-old daughter 
Angel shows up pregnant on 
his doorstep and disrupts his 
plans for personal redemption.

Adult Fiction

The House of 
Broken Angels
by 
Luis Alberto Urrea 
Across one bittersweet 
weekend in their San Diego 
neighborhood, revelers mingle 
among the palm trees and 
cacti, celebrating the lives of 
family patriarch Miguel “Big 
Angel” De La Cruz and his 
mother, and recounting the 
many tales that have passed 
into family lore.

The Inheritance of 
Orquídea Divina
by 
Zoraida Córdova 
Seven years after their matriarch 
Orquídea passed away, blessing 
them with her special gifts, the 
Montoya family journeys to 
Ecuador to uncover the truth 
behind their inheritance to stop 
a hidden figure from killing off 
Orquídea’s line one-by-one.

The Lost Book of 
Adana Moreau
by 
Michael Zapata 
Decades after a 1929 
Dominican immigrant writer 
passes away believing her final 
manuscript was destroyed, 
a Chicago lawyer discovers 
the book and endeavors to 
learn the woman’s remarkable 
story against a backdrop of 
Hurricane Katrina.

The Resurrection 
of Fulgencio 
Ramirez
by 
Rudy Ruiz 
It’s the1950s. In the border 
town of La Frontera, young love 
blooms at first sight between 
Fulgencio Ramirez, the son of 
impoverished immigrants, and 
Carolina Mendelssohn, the 
local pharmacist’s daughter. 
Their bonds will be undone by 
a force more powerful than 
they could have known.

Violeta
by 
Isabel Allende 
Living out her days in a remote 
part of her South American 
homeland, Violeta finds her life 
shaped by some of the most 
important events of history as 
she tells her story in the form of 
a letter to someone she loves 
above all others.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Adult NonFiction
Crying in the 
Bathroom: 
A Memoir
by 
Erika L. Sánchez 
In these essays, Sánchez writes 
about everything from sex to 
white feminism to debilitating 
depression, revealing an interior 
life rich with ideas, self-awareness, 
and perception.

¡Hola Papi!: How 
to Come Out in a 
Walmart Parking 
Lot and Other Life 
Lessons
by 
John Paul Brammer 
The popular LGBTQ columnist 
and writer presents a memoir 
though a series of essays that 
chronicle his life growing up 
as queer, mixed race kid and 
offers advice for young people 
facing the same journey.

Once I was You: 
A Memoir of Love 
and Hate in a Torn 
America / Una vez 
fui tú: mi vida entre 
el amor y el odio en 
los Estados Unidos *
by 
Maria Hinojosa 
In this beautifully-rendered 
memoir, Hinojosa relates the 
history of US immigration 
policy that has brought us 
to where we are today, 
as she shares her deeply 
personal story. Once I Was 
You is an urgent call to fellow 
Americans to open their eyes 
to the immigration crisis and 
understand that it affects us all.

Trejo: My Life of 
Crime, Redemption, 
and Hollywood /
Trejo: mi vida de 
crimen, redención y 
Hollywood *
by 
Danny Trejo 
Por primera vez, toda la 
historia real, fascinante e 
inspiradora del viaje de Danny 
Trejo desde el crimen, la 
prisión, la adicción y la pérdida 
a la fama inesperada como el 
malo favorito de Hollywood 
con un corazón de oro.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English



Adult Mystery/Thriller
Mango, 
Mambo, 
and 
Murder
by 
Raquel V. 
Reyes 

Secret 
Identity
by 
Alex 
Segura 

Moving from New York to Coral Shores, 
Miami, food anthropologist Miriam gets 
a short-term job as a Caribbean cooking 
expert on a Spanish-language morning TV 
show, which sets the stage for murder—one 
that could be the recipe for her own death.

From Anthony Award-winning writer Alex 
Segura comes Secret Identity, a rollicking 
literary mystery set in the world of 
comic books. 

The 
Cipher
by 
Isabella
Maldonado

Escaping a still-at-large serial killer as a teen, 
Special Agent Nina Guerrera teams up with 
the Bureau’s preeminent criminal profiler, Dr. 
Jeffrey Wade, when the killer, a depraved 
social media superstar, begins taunting her 
with coded riddles.

Adult Romance
A 
Proposal 
They 
Can’t 
Refuse
by 
Natalie 
Caña 

The 
Worst 
Best 
Man
by 
Mia Sosa 

Natalie Caña turns up the heat, humor, and 
heart in this debut rom-com about a Puerto 
Rican chef and an Irish American whiskey 
distiller forced into a fake engagement by 
their scheming octogenarian grandfathers.

A wedding planner left at the altar? Yeah, 
the irony isn’t lost on Carolina Santos, 
either. But despite that embarrassing 
blip from her past, Lina’s offered an 
opportunity that could change her 
life. There’s just one hitch: she has to 
collaborate with the best (make that 
worst) man from her own failed nuptials.

You Had 
Me at 
Hola
by 
Alexis
Daria

Rendered the subject of tabloid gossip by 
a messy public breakup, soap star Jasmine 
takes a part in a new bilingual comedy at 
the side of a telenovela costar who would 
revitalize his career.

* available at ACPL in Spanish and English
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e-books, audio books, digital 
magazines, and more

audio books, comics, e-books, 
movies, music, and TV

All of the listed books are available in the ACPL 
catalogue, in addition to our virtual library apps 
and services!

music streaming

language learning

digital magazine app

craft classes 
& workshops

Scan the QR code to find more 
information about the Virtual Library.




